Vocal Jazz in the Summer at North Texas

The North Texas Vocal Jazz Workshop is the premier summer workshop of its kind. We will celebrate our 15th anniversary with the 2010 workshop. For one intense week, participants are involved in every aspect of vocal jazz (and only vocal jazz), from solo and ensemble performance to improvisation, pedagogy, and basic jazz theory. This summer’s dates are June 20 through 25.

Faculty for this workshop include

Paris Rutherford  Rosana Eckert  and  Jennifer Barnes

Educators (both vocal and instrumental) may also participate in a daily class with Paris Rutherford devoted to directing, programming, live sound equipment, vocal health, plus a complimentary copy of Rutherford’s The Vocal Jazz Ensemble (a Hal Leonard Music publication).

For detailed information on this summer workshop and camp, go to http://www.jazz.unt.edu/node/124

A link to the registration and campus housing form is included in that document.

For additional information and perspectives, contact Paris Rutherford (paris.rutherford@verizon.net) or by cellular (940-368-0773)